
Sadly, tragic events from Sandy Hook to Columbine 
and Oklahoma City to Tuscaloosa have taught us 
that it’s essential to have a sufficient emergency plan 
in an attempt to prevent more of these nightmare 
scenarios from taking place. 

That’s why Code Blue Corporation offers a wide range 
of sophisticated emergency communication solutions 
that can bolster the safety and security of any school 
environment, from kindergarteners to seniors. 

Whether it’s a medical emergency, dangerous 
weather conditions or something as frightening as 
an active shooter, Code Blue systems are designed 
to provide direct contact with first responders, who 
then can react in a swift and effective manner. 

In addition to contributing a faster reaction for 
safety personnel, there also are a wide range of 
useful applications for non-emergency services, 
like car problems and assisting visitors looking for 
information or directions.  

Safety should not be the primary educational 
concern, whether you’re a student, teacher or parent. 
Code Blue’s comprehensive systems ensure that 
when class starts the focus can be on the lesson plan 
because a strong emergency plan is already in place.
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CUSTOMERS INCLUDE:

Orange County School, Orlando, Florida: 
A combination of pedestals and wall 
mounts can be found throughout the 
campus of the 12th largest school district in 
the nation.

Bethel Park School District, Pennsylvania: 
A number of pedestals serve nearly 5,000 
students and 400 faculty and staff.

Neptune Township Board of Education, 
New Jersey: Several pedestals are available 
in a school district with about 4,500 
students.
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FEATURED PRODUCTS

For more information on our entire product catalog 
or to request a demonstration, contact Code Blue 
or an authorized Code Blue Dealer.

MK-139-A

Blue Alert® EMS (Event Management System)
Blue Alert® MNS (Mass Notification System) 

Blue Alert MNS (Mass Notification System) and Blue Alert EMS (Event 
Management System), Code Blue’s suite of innovative incident response 
software solutions, can be applied to efficiently and effectively detect and 
respond when a situation occurs in a campus setting. 

Blue Alert MNS can deliver alerts about potentially dangerous situations, 
like an active shooter or fire in a building, through multiple platforms, 
including public address speakers, emails, text messaging (SMS), Facebook, 
Twitter, Windows and Mac OS desktop alerts, digital signs and fire panels. 
Meanwhile, Blue Alert EMS will monitor, record and store information with 
an easy-to-use interface. All of these options can be easily integrated with 
many existing technologies and systems.

IP1500 and IP2500: These full 
duplex VoIP speakerphones are 
ideal for a wide range of indoor 
and outdoor areas, including 
hallways, classrooms, stairwells 
and more.  The compact, 
lightweight designs ensure 
an easy installation anywhere, 
while the full package of unique 
features – SIP standards, fault 
monitoring, auxiliary output, 
outdoor rating – comes in one 
convenient package.

Wall Mounted 180˚ Public 
Address: A wall-mounted option 
for deploying emergency alerts 
complements existing or new 
mass notification systems with 
a powerful 180-degree, three-
speaker array.


